
sites of build up, sites to mine
sites of build up, sites to mine features work by six contemporary artists who 
explore various politically-charged and materially-shifting sites. The exhibition 
was organized, and is installed, so that three pairings of artists and their work 
are in conversation with one another. This exhibition coincides with Material + 
Meaning, the 2018 Society for Photographic Education South Central chapter 
conference taking place at LSU. These artists embody the questions at the heart 
of the conference as they employ a range of material photographic processes and 
approaches to mine the complex nature and ever-changing histories of the sites 
they represent.  

Joey Lehman Morris and Lily Brooks 
both utilize long photographic 
exposures and specific light sources 
in order to help us see particular 
landscapes in California and Texas 
differently.  Morris photographs in 
California in areas of the Mojave 
Desert frequented by cars, trucks, 
motorcycles, and recreational vehicles 
for his project Accumulations. Each of 
his two to four hour-long exposures 

records the accretion of moonlight, and the accumulation of light that is cast from 
the headlamps of many passing automobiles.  The abstracted band of light that 
appears in the images might be mistaken for the amber glow of the setting sun or 
a light leak on the film. All of the photos are 
made in and around a specific thoroughfare 
built for the now waning metallurgical 
industry in the area, initially connecting both 
sides of the Mojave, in service of goods 
transported to Los Angeles. 

Lily Brooks’ Drawing the Moon also 
contemplates light as both subject and 
medium in photographs made in Austin, 
Texas. Between 1894 and 1895, the city 
of Austin erected 31 “moonlight towers”. 
These street lamps, 165 feet tall, were seen 
as an efficient source of light (and public

safety) in growing cities such as St. Louis, Detroit, and New Orleans. The height and 
luminance of the lamps remarkably mimicked the effect of full-moon light, giving them 
their name. Today, 15 of Austin’s lights are the only remaining moonlight towers in 
America. Brooks uses a large-format camera for these  hour-long exposures made 
late at night. As the light illuminates the buildings and landscapes depicted in the 
photographs, Brooks is able to experience and share quiet moments in a city undergoing 
rapid development and change. 

Matthew Shain and David Taylor both explore 
how our understanding of place shifts over 
time and is defined and shaped by individuals 
who inhabit and interact with those places. 
Matthew Shain’s Post Monuments project 
was born out of a curiosity about the physical 
void created by the recent removal of 
Confederate monuments across the U.S. 
Through direct, black and white photographs, 
he considers how the narratives around the 
Civil War might be reshaped and what the 
absence of those symbols could represent. 
As he notes, “collective memory is a narrative 
controlled by those who shape history and 
we as a country are in the process of re-
writing that narrative….What sits atop these 

plinths and pedestals now is the psychic weight of our past waiting to be defined so that 
we might determine our future.”

David Taylor’s 276 
Views of the United 
States-Mexico 
Border is equal 
parts geographic 
survey, typology, and 
endurance project. 
Working in the mode 
of photographer 
D. R. Payne, who 
documented each of 
the Border Monuments 
as they were installed 
in the 1890s by the 
International Boundary 
Commission, Taylor produces a contemporary resurvey at a critical moment. The 
photographs on view here reveal a border in transition while the monuments depicted 

act as witness to a shifting national identity, expressed through an altered 
physical terrain. Avoiding generalized descriptions, Taylor’s project engages 
with place at a granular level and presents a complex territory that is frequently 
marked by contradictory realities. As contemporary politicians foreground 
the U.S. / Mexico border and how to continually mark and control it, these 
photographs feel especially prescient.

Julie Shafer and Jonas 
N.T. Becker explore scars 
on various landscapes 
and experiment with 
material processes in 
relation to the spaces 
they traverse. Becker’s 
Blank Topographies is 
a series of topographic 
relief maps that contain 
the most expensive 
mountain real estate in 
the year each work is created. The works, painted the color of the gallery wall, 
camouflage the symbolic language of maps that would otherwise establish 
value, removing the constructs of road, location names, and mostly class-based 
cultural associations. The minimalist images draw attention to the false neutrality 
of maps, questioning what is valued and why. Also featured is a photograph 
from the series Better or Equal Use, depicting a former West Virginia mining 
site redeveloped under the Surface-Mining Reclamation Act of 1977. This 
congressional act mandates that after mining is complete, companies either 

reinstate the façade of the mountain or redevelop 
the site for “better or equal use”. Many of 
these sites have thus far been redeveloped as 
detention facilities, strip malls and golf courses. 
The work is printed using an historic carbon 
printing process, but using coal dust in lieu of 
carbon pigment.
.

above:   Jonas N.T. Becker, Blank Topographies: 128 Million,  raised relief map, acrylic paint, 2017
              Jonas N.T. Becker, Better or Equal Use, Belcher Mountain,  coal, gelatin, 2018

middle top:  Matthew Shain, Post-Monuments, New Orleans (General P.G.T. Beauregard, erected 1913), mounted archival pigment print on     
                    Hahnemühle Baryta paper in artist frame, 2018
middle bottom: David Taylor, Border Monument No. 002, Inkjet print on dibond, 2007-2014

far left, top:  Joey Lehman Morris, Accumulation 03, Chromogenic print face mounted to Optium acrylic and walnut frame, 2014
far left, bottom:  Lily Brooks, Zilker Park (sky), Gelatin silver print, 2017



Julie Shafer’s work has recently focused on American landscapes and how our 
desire to conquer new territory and accumulate resources has scarred those 
spaces. Shafer’s Conquest of the Vertical (2012-2013) is a series of six-foot 
tall pinhole images of remote Native American lands in California where mining 
occurred in the 1800s. Shafer thinks of these as portraits, invoking the body--
bodies of Native Americans forced from their land, bodies of miners who worked 
the land, the artist’s body in making the work, and the viewer in encountering the 
photographs. This land, devastated by years of gold and silver mining, makes 
its mark on the photographic paper and serve as evidence of a lesser-known 
history. Sand, dust, and snowstorms all affected the photographic chemistry 
and the surface of the paper (causes scratches, blotches on the surface, 
and chemical stains) as the images are exposed. Poignantly, the mining of 
these lands caused a surplus of silver, making advances in photography more 
affordable and accessible.
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   Mounted archival pigment print on Hahnemühle Baryta paper in artist frame, 2018
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